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Quality is never an accident; it is always the result
of high intention, sincere effort, intelligent
direction and skillful execution; it represents the
vise choice of many alternatives.

— Anon



SUMMARY

The mission of the Task Force on Quality of Justice/Public

Trust and Confidence was to: 1) formulate a vision of what

"quality justice" will mean in the coming decades, 2) identify

aspects of the justice system that contribute to the current lack

of public trust and confidence and 3) propose strategies that

promote greater public trust and confidence.

To learn about the public's perception of the future of the

courts, the task force commissioned Opinion Dynamics, a national

polling firm, to survey 500 adult Massachusetts residents. The

survey revealed that people are generally not knowledgeable about

the justice system nor are they favorably impressed when they

come into contact with the courts. Those surveyed identified

serious problems with delay, with affordable access and fairness,

especially for women, minorities, poor people, victims and

suspects. Whether these problems are real or based on

misinformation and misunderstanding, they must be addressed in

order for the justice system to gain public trust and confidence.

The task force also participated in sessions led by skilled

futurists to identify demographic, economic, social and

technological changes that are likely to occur in the 21st

century. We are living amidst dramatic and accelerating change;

the future is certain to be different from the present in many

significant ways. The justice system must be flexible in adapting

to unanticipated changes while preserving timeless values



underlying a quality justice system as outlined by the task

force.

Our Vision of a Quality System of Justice

It is difficult today to imagine a society free from drugs,

crime and poverty. As these social ills grow and fester, the gap

between the "haves" and the "have nots" widens. The task force

strongly believes that a quality system of justice in the year

2020 is only possible if we, as a society, attack fundamental

social problems at their roots.

The future justice system will be less isolated from society

through the development of institutionalized relationships with

its respective constituencies. "Two-way education" between

justice system personnel and the public will be critical to

ensure the system's responsiveness to public needs and concerns.

Participation in these public service programs will be a

requirement of the judicial and legal professions. As active

participants in the administration of justice, the public will

understand and accept the role and limitations of the justice

system.

The justice system will continue to play an instrumental

role in enforcing our shared societal goals and mores. The

guiding principle will be to help people resolve their problems

quickly, fairly and efficiently, in a way that empowers them and
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makes them feel fully heard and understood. This problem-solving

approach will incorporate a variety of alternative dispute

resolution mechanisms and forums, de-emphasizing traditional

litigation. As a reflection of our growing cultural diversity,

the courts will be staffed by well-trained, multi-cultural and

multi-lingual personnel and will be "user-friendly." Technology

will be harnessed to make access to the justice system easier and

more efficient without sacrificing personal attention and human

contact.

In sum, the task force concluded that this multi-faceted

approach will allow the justice system to handle change, will

improve the quality of justice and will create a system that is

fully deserving of public trust and confidence. The justice

system of 2020 will make equal opportunity and equal justice a

reality for all people, regardless of race, national origin, age,

gender, religion, family status or handicap. Achieving justice

under law will not only lie in the hands of the court system but

also will be the shared goal and responsibility of public and

private institutions, community groups and individual members of

the general public. Although not all social problems will have

been resolved, by 2020 we will have achieved a shared vision of a

society that cares for its members and a society that can

dispense justice quickly, fairly and adequately.
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Components of a Quality Justice System

The task force believes that the following enduring elements

will ensure a quality system for the administration of justice,

regardless of what the future may hold:

Speed

Fairness

Efficiency

Reliability

Adequate Resources

Effective Management

Judicial Independence

Quality Facilities

* Access for All

* Affordability

* Sense of Personal Involvement

* Resilience/Flexibility

* Alternative Paths to Justice

* Public Understanding

* Public Trust

* Public Participation

Components of Judicial Quality

In the public eye, judges are largely responsible for the

quality of justice in the system. To foster public respect and

trust, the judiciary must reflect the growing diversity of

society. The court system of the future should have a judiciary

featuring:

* A continuous two-way educational process between the judiciary
and public to improve trust and understanding.

* Effective and responsible selection mechanisms to ensure that
only the most highly qualified candidates are appointed to
serve as judges.

* An evaluation system to give feedback and to help improve
performance without compromising judicial independence.
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* An efficient disciplinary process open to public scrutiny to
ensure judicial accountability.

* Ongoing required educational programs to keep judges well-
trained and abreast of legal developments and underlying
social issues.

* Judicial independence mechanisms to ensure neutrality from
partisan interests, public clamor or fear of criticism.

* Adequate support mechanisms to permit judges the time and
resources to do their jobs thoughtfully, to allay the stress
inherent in judicial decision-making and to promote mental
and emotional health.

* Adequate levels of compensation to fairly reflect the enormous
responsibility of the judiciary.

Pathways to a Quality Justice System

Rather than specific recommendations, the task force

believes "pathways" — or general directions of change — will

lead to a quality system of justice in the year 2020. Each

pathway includes a number of "avenues" for implementation, which

can be explored on a systemwide or pilot-project basis. With

general and flexible recommendations for change, we encourage

creative experimentation and invite the public to help chart the

course of the justice system.

PATHWAY : THE COURTS SHOULD DEVELOP A SYSTEM OF EARLY
INTERVENTION, CASE SCREENING, REFERRAL AND ACTIVE CASE
MANAGEMENT TO IMPROVE EFFICIENCY AND TO ELIMINATE
UNNECESSARY DELAY .

Avenues:
1. Institute early intervention and active case

management.
2. Offer a range of alternative dispute resolution

mechanisms.
3. Harness technology to improve efficiency.
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PATHWAY: THE JUSTICE SYSTEM SHOULD REMOVE OBSTACLES THAT BLOCK
PEOPLE'S ACCESS TO THE COURTS AND ENCOURAGE FAIR
TREATMENT FOR ALL, REGARDLESS OF RACE, NATIONAL ORIGIN,
AGE, SEX, RELIGION, FAMILY STATUS OR HANDICAP .

Avenues

:

1. User-friendly systems and personnel.
2. Multi-cultural sensitivity training.
3. Adequate pro bono and publicly funded legal

services.

PATHWAY: THE COURTS SHOULD TAKE A LEADERSHIP ROLE IN ENCOURAGING
SOCIAL JUSTICE THROUGH THEIR DECISIONS IN CIVIL AND
CRIMINAL CASES AND THROUGH EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIPS .

Avenues:
1. Jurisprudence to promote social justice.
2. Alternative sentencing and rehabilitation.
3. Educational partnerships with public schools.

PATHWAY: THE COURTS AND THE BAR SHOULD BUILD TRUST BY
INITIATING A TWO-WAY EDUCATIONAL PROCESS WITH THE
COMMUNITIES THEY SERVE AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC TO
IMPROVE RESPONSIVENESS AND UNDERSTANDING .

Avenues:
1. Institutionalize community partnerships.
2. Facilitate public participation.
3. Develop systems to ensure accountability.
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I. TEE FUTURE IDEAL

A. Our Vision

A vision should be an inspiring statement of potential

rather than a prediction of what will actually happen. It is

difficult today to imagine a society free from drug problems,

white-collar and violent crimes and poverty. As these social ills

grow and fester, the gap between the "haves" and the "have nots"

widens. By 2020 the court system alone will not be expected to

resolve fundamental social problems nor to eradicate rampant

abuses at the upper end of the system. The task force strongly

believes that a quality system of justice in the year 2020 is

only possible if we, as a society, attack fundamental social

problems at their roots. A political and social commitment to do

so will result as we realize that perhaps even our survival

hinges on this commitment.

By 2020 private industry and the public sector will

cooperate to create a well-educated, skilled workforce that is

able to fulfill the demands of an increasingly complex

technological society. Adequate nutrition, housing, health care

and education will be provided as essential ingredients of a

healthy economy and nation. Although not all social problems will

have been resolved, by 2020 we will have achieved a shared vision

of a society that cares for its members and a society that can

dispense justice quickly, fairly and adequately.



The future justice system will be far less isolated from

society through the development of institutionalized

relationships with the community and other components of society,

such as the educational system, neighborhood civic groups and the

organized bar. We envision a justice system integrated into the

communities it serves, without losing independence that is vital

to judicial decision making. "Two-way education," involving an

exchange of information and communication between legal/ justice

system personnel and the public, will be critical to ensure the

system's responsiveness to public needs and concerns. To help get

beyond the "closed culture" aspect of the legal and judicial

professions, participation in these public service programs will

be a requirement. As active participants in the administration of

justice, the public will have a role in the evaluation and

discipline of judges and lawyers. The public will understand and

accept the role and limitations of the justice system.

The justice system will continue to play an instrumental

role in enforcing our shared societal goals and mores. The

guiding principle will be to help people resolve their problems

quickly, fairly and efficiently, in a way that empowers them and

makes them feel fully heard and understood. This problem-solving

approach will incorporate a variety of alternative dispute

resolution mechanisms and forums, de-emphasizing traditional

litigation. As a reflection of our growing cultural diversity,

the justice system will be staffed by well-trained,
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multi-cultural and multi-lingual personnel. The justice system of

2020 will be humane, welcoming and "user-friendly." Technology

will be harnessed to make access easier and more efficient

without sacrificing personal attention and human contact. The

justice system will have the flexibility to adapt to changes in

demography, technology and other social phenomena.

In sum, the task force concluded that this multi-faceted

approach will allow the justice system to cope with change, will

improve the quality of justice and will create a system that is

fully deserving of public trust and confidence. The justice

system of 2020 will make equal opportunity and equal justice

under law a reality for all people, regardless of race, national

origin, age, gender, religion, family status or handicap.

Achieving equal justice under law will not only lie in the hands

of the court system but will be the shared goal and

responsibility of public and private institutions, community

groups and individual members of the general public.

B. Components of a Quality Justice System

1. The Administration of Justice

The administration of justice is essential to an
ordered society. Administering justice generally means
that norms are enforced in an evenhanded way so that the
same standards are applied to all persons. 1

1 Herbert Jacob, Justice in America (Boston: Little Brown and
Company, 1978) at 23.
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Societal norms are rooted in the courts' evolving

interpretations of our state and federal constitutions. These

interpretations include notions of freedom from governmental

intrusion through procedural and substantive due process, freedom

of speech and religion, and equal treatment for all people under

law. The United States is a country of immigrants. Ideally,

people from different cultures both absorb and change our group

norms and values. The beauty of the common law has been its

ability to reflect changing norms and values. The delivery of

"quality justice" in the year 2020 will require a system that is

not only true to its underlying values but also flexible enough

to adapt and respond to changing needs of the people.

A quality system for the administration of justice in the

year 2020 will fully embody the principles of representative

democracy and equal justice under law. This system will respond

effectively to our technologically complex and culturally diverse

global society. Under the hallmarks of justice and fairness, we

envision a system with the following characteristics:

* Sufficient resources will ensure that courts process
disputes with speed, reliability and efficiency.

* Effective management will ensure that judicial resources are
allocated wisely and that the administration of justice
takes place in quality facilities.

* A single-tiered court system will foster efficiency and
accountability while utilizing particular judicial talents.
Within this single-tier system, litigants will be assisted
by trained personnel who are familiar with problems
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currently handled by specialized courts.

* Judicial independence will promote fairness and impartiality
from partisan interests, public clamor or fear of criticism.

* Courts will be affordable and accessible to all, regardless
of race, national origin, language or economic status.

* Alternative paths to justice will be offered to resolve
disputes thereby placing less emphasis on traditional
adversarial litigation.

* Participants in the justice system will have a sense of
personal involvement in the outcome of their disputes and
will feel that they had an opportunity to be fully heard and
understood.

* Public participation in the judicial process will foster
public trust and public understanding. This will include
more involvement in the administration of justice by members
of the communities affected by the decisions being made.

* The justice system will have the necessary resilience
and flexibility to respond to changes in our increasingly
complex world.

2 . Judicial Quality

Although many officials work around courtrooms, they
do not have the prominence and prestige of judges. The
court is the judges' agency. They are responsible for
its administration and its reputation for honesty and
impartiality. 2

The quality of justice is only as good as the people in the

system. Presently, judges do not have the opportunity to do what

they are supposed to do, i.e., reflect on their decisions,

conduct research, study and teach through their writing. High

caseloads, lack of support services and inadequate resources for

2 Id. at 94.
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training contribute to this problem. To foster public respect and

trust in the justice system, there should be more women and

minority judges, reflecting the growing gender, racial and

cultural diversity of our society. This task force envisions a

judiciary with the following features:

* A continuous two-way educational process between the
judiciary and public will improve trust and understanding.

* Effective and responsible selection mechanisms will ensure
that only the most highly qualified candidates are
appointed to serve as judges.

* An evaluation system will ensure that judges get feedback
and improve their performance without compromising
judicial independence.

* An efficient disciplinary process open to public
scrutiny will ensure judicial accountability.

* Ongoing required educational programs will ensure that
judges are well-trained and keep abreast of legal
developments and underlying social issues.

* Judicial independence mechanisms will ensure neutrality
from partisan interests, public clamor or fear of
criticism.

* Adequate support mechanisms will permit judges the time
and resources to do their jobs thoughtfully, will allay
the stress inherent in judicial decision-making and will
promote mental and emotional health.

* Adequate levels of compensation will fairly reflect the
enormous responsibility of the judiciary.

3 . Public Trust

For our model of justice, based on a social compact theory,

to operate properly, the public must think, believe and feel that
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the system works. Thus public trust and confidence in the justice

system is critical.

The general public's expectations of the justice system are

not being met. 3 The public has been bombarded with information

and misinformation about massive delays, "frivolous" lawsuits,

"huge" contingency fees, "excessive" jury awards, the "insurance

crisis," and "criminals going free on technicalities." Negative

publicity not only stems from real problems but also from

widespread lack of knowledge or misinformation about the justice

system. 4 Public attitude surveys reveal hostility, cynicism, and

apathy toward the courts, at least among segments of the public

with little or no direct contact with the court system. 5

To improve public trust and confidence, we must identify and

remedy legitimate problems within the legal profession, the

justice system, and society as a whole. We must also alter public

perceptions based on incomplete or misunderstood information. 6

Survey results suggest that public confidence and internal

justice system morale can be enhanced through improved

3 American Bar Association, "Report of ABA Task Force on
Outreach to the Public," (May 1989).

4 Public Information Office of the Massachusetts Judicial
System, Internal Memo (Oct. 1988) , assessing the perceived public
image of the judiciary.

5 Id.

6 ABA Task Force Report, supra note 3.
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communication and by generating information and constructive

publicity about the courts. 7

4 . Justice in Society

The task force believes it is impossible to envision a

quality system of justice without addressing its social context.

The problems facing the justice system to a large extent mirror

problems facing society as a whole. The justice system is

increasingly burdened by many "scourges beyond the system." If

social problems continue to expand as they have for the past 30

years, it is difficult to imagine how the justice system will

cope 30 years ahead. Only the most optimistic feel that a quality

system of justice can be maintained.

Therefore, we must forcefully focus on the causes of and

solutions to our social ills: family breakdown, the loss of moral

bearings and hope; crime, drug and alcohol abuse; declining

cities and schools; declining standards of living; growing gaps

between rich and poor and between blacks and whites; growing

hunger, poverty and resentment; racism and race-hatred; and the

lack of accountability, ethics and social responsibility at the

highest levels of the economic and political systems.

Public Information Office, supra note 4.
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Theorists explain the causes of and solutions to these

dreadful social problems; some blame the individual, others the

society. The inescapable reality is that as the social organism

fails the individual, the individual fails the social organism.

This is not a cycle that can be broken with pious urging and

moral admonition. If we do not take on the responsibility of

feeding, housing, nurturing, and educating our children

effectively and if we do not offer them opportunities that give

them a sense of contribution and fulfillment, they will

inevitably grow up to be participants in a deteriorating version

of the present. Our approach seeks to go beyond social welfare

programs; it is a broader vision of a society that genuinely

cares for its members. This social vision is the foundation of a

quality system of justice in the year 2020.

While problems cannot be resolved by throwing money at them,

neither can they be solved without spending money in the right

ways. Greater social justice is not likely to be achieved without

some reallocation of our collective resources and perhaps only

with extensive reallocation. To articulate what futurists call a

"pathway" — the means to achieve our vision — requires

confronting economic priorities. To illustrate, in 1989

Massachusetts taxpayers spent approximately as much on the

military as on all local government functions combined.

Springfield taxpayers spent more on NATO than on their entire

school system; they spent more on first-strike nuclear weapons
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than on their fire department. If we choose, for example, to

shift our spending priorities by 50% from military spending, it

would free $4-$5 billion per year for Massachusetts, enormously

boosting the state economy and in turn generating greater tax

revenues for society's needs. This would probably reduce the

social problems overwhelming the courts and other institutions.

We must recognize that feelings of powerlessness, alienation

and low self-esteem affect a large percentage of people whose

cases reach the courts. Society's traditional avenue of

self-fulfillment, that is, gainful employment with sufficient

remuneration to support oneself and one's family, is unavailable

to more and more people, with a worsening trend for the future.

We must understand, as social scientists do, that alienation and

low self-esteem can lead to crime, alcohol and drug abuse, child

abuse and to many other problems that wind up in the courts. We

must create a new vision of social contribution that offers

opportunities to escape this current negative spiral.

Finally, we stress that education is fundamental in our

vision of justice. We envision Massachusetts in the year 2020

with a top-notch educational infrastructure: sufficient,

well-paid teachers and schools that meet a variety of student

needs in ways that guide them away from the negative and toward

the positive. We envision a system that integrates ongoing

education in conflict management and reduction into the
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curriculum. If we start now, by the year 2020 we can have a new

generation of well-educated youth poised to enter higher

education or the work force and ready to contribute to their

communities.

Let us ask ourselves, and those who receive this report, if

we believe we can have a quality system of justice in 30 years

without tackling these problems in a direct and basic way. If the

answer is "no," let the Commission challenge the state to find

ways to take this on and to underscore the consequences of

failing to do so. These questions must be asked if we are to make

meaningful and constructive progress toward achieving a quality

system of justice.
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II. THE PRESENT REALITY

A. Currant Problems Facing the Justice System

As the Massachusetts trial courts closed out the decade, the

system faced a crisis. In addition to a sharp increase in demand

for services, manifested mainly in burgeoning caseloads, the

courts faced repeated crippling budget cuts and a serious

personnel shortage.* Concurrently, as "arbiters of last resort,"

the courts had to deal with fallout from the massive social

deterioration of the last decade.

The burdens of a growing inner-city underclass plagued by

poverty, high unemployment, lack of education and job skills,

abandoned and neglected children, and drug abuse confront the

courts with intractable problems of violent crime, family

breakdown and domestic abuse. Likewise, massive mismanagement and

fraud by major social institutions has left the courts able to

reach only the "tip of the iceberg" of such corruption. Major

scandals of the late 20th century (e.g., in savings and loan,

bank failure and defense procurement) resulted from a lack of

accountability and standards at the upper end of society. The

resulting overload in the criminal docket makes it difficult for

courts to deal with the civil caseload in a timely manner. An

1 Twelfth Annual Report of the Massachusetts Trial Court (1990)
19. The courts have had 10% less funding and 1,000 fewer positions
than four years ago. Doris Sue Wong, "Restoring Order in the
Court," Boston Globe (Oct. 28, 1991) at 13.
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explosion of civil litigation further overloads the system.

Although there has been some progress in processing the backlog

of cases, trial courts remain overburdened.

Technological advances have meant an enhanced ability to

fight death and disease but have caused enormous controversies

over medical applications of biotechnology. These issues, for

better or worse, end up on the courts' doorstep. Growing concern

for our environment has led to massive toxic tort litigation and

other "mega cases," such as asbestos litigation, further draining

court resources.

Despite all of its constraints and problems, the justice

system has largely been able to meet society's need for a dispute

resolution mechanism. Although society may be experiencing

declining public respect for the rule of law, for the most part

people have not yet taken their grievances to the streets, and

vigilante justice remains the exception. The potential exists,

however, for a complete collapse of the Massachusetts justice

system if current trends continue without alternative courses of

action. This task force believes that to attain "quality

justice," dramatic changes are needed both society-wide and

systemwide. This report is our attempt to start the dialogue

necessary for achieving those changes.
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B. Trends That May Affect the Justice System in the Year 2020

Present demographic and social trends project significant

societal changes by 2020. On a national and statewide level, ours

is an aging population. 9 Today, roughly one in eight Massachu-

setts residents is 65 or older. During the next 40 years, that

will soar to one in five. 10 A large percentage of this older

population will be both physically and financially dependent on

family support and/or social welfare programs. This will

tremendously strain social resources unless medical and long-term

care costs can be contained. As medical advances prolong life,

our justice system will face mounting issues involving medical

ethics, right to die and elder abuse, to name a few.

The United States will continue to be a country of

immigrants. Given the relatively low fertility of Euro-Americans,

U.S. population growth is sustained by immigrants. Without them,

this country would probably reach zero population growth by

2050. 11 Current immigration is from different areas of the world

than earlier waves; this will lead to greatly increased cultural

diversity by 2020. 12 In 1988 the Hispanic population was 18

9 "The Changing Face of America — How Will Demographic Trends
Affect the Courts?" Judicature, Vol. 72, No. 2 (Aug. -Sept. 1988)
125-132.

10 "Study Warns of Changes as Elder Population Grows," Boston
Globe (April 8, 1990) at WW-1.

11 Judicature, supra note 9.

12 Id.
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million. By 2020 it will be about 50 million, displacing Blacks

as the largest U.S. "minority" group. 13 Asian Americans are the

fastest growing U.S. minority group, increasing by 142% between

1970 and 1980, and possibly doubling to over 8 million by 2000.

Japanese Americans were once the largest Asian group; Chinese

Americans have replaced them and in turn have been overtaken by

Filipinos, who are now being surpassed by Koreans. By 2010 the

number of Vietnamese and Asian Indians will also exceed the

number of Japanese Americans in the United States.

Different ethnic groups coming into the country are

accustomed to different forms of justice. It is unclear to what

extent they will become "Americanized" and adopt our cultural and

societal values. If the melting pot theory no longer applies, it

seems likely that many people will retain their own cultural

heritages as well as their new American ways (creating what has

been called a "mosaic society" 14
) . Without examining the impact

of these changes, there may be an increase in the number of

people of color using a justice system incapable of handling

them. The justice system should, for example, consider the impact

of an increase in the diversity of jurors and the incorporation

of "culturally appropriate" dispute resolution techniques.

13 As nonwhite population growth continues to increase, the
term "minority" will soon no longer describe the ethnic, racial and
cultural groups to which it presently refers.

14 National Institute of Dispute Resolution, "The 1990 's"
(Excerpts of Interviews, Futures Project, NIDR, 1990)

.
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Technological changes, such as automation, robotics,

telecommunications and biomedicine, are the driving force of the

future. These changes bring improved productivity and increased

access to data (enabling "high-tech factfinding" and easy access

to experts worldwide) . Technological advances also raise

increasingly complex litigation, e.g., issues involving

"electronic trespass" and invasion of privacy, and medical

ethics. The courts are already confronting an expanded definition

of "family" and sorting out the rights of various genetic

combinations created by biotechnology (eventually perhaps being

called on to evaluate the rights of robots and other forms of

artificial intelligence)

.

Technology also has tremendous capacity to increase court

efficiency. In many state courtrooms, computers are used to

produce "instant" trial transcripts, permit lawyers and judges to

do data base research, share information with law enforcement

agencies and perform case management. 15 The courtroom of the

future could utilize artificial intelligence to assist in routine

decision-making. Video and computer technologies are already

being integrated into law schools so future lawyers and judges

will be increasingly computer literate and comfortable with high-

tech.

We recognize the inherent tension between the use of technology

15 Jessica Copen, "Courts of the Future," ABA Journal (June
1991) 74-78.
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and the need of disputants to feel their problems are receiving

personalized attention. Moreover, extensive use of technology in

the courts raises fairness issues unless ve can ensure that

everyone will have the necessary technological skills to have

access to the system. A quality system of justice requires that

courts be assisted, not dominated, by technology. The requisite

mix of technology and people should vary with the person, problem

and policy.

In the business arena, rapidly increasing internationaliza-

tion, global competition and a world market are forecast. 16

Heightened awareness of environmental problems will lead to

conflicts over costs and safety, both in the United States and

worldwide. This globalization of business and environmental

concerns is likely to spur greater globalization of concerns

about justice and fundamental property rights. Non-traditional

interests, such as those of the environment itself, will

increasingly seek court protection. We may see a strengthened

global dispute resolution forum similar to the United Nations or

perhaps even a planetary government.

Finally, we should expect a continuation of the docket

explosion of the past several decades. From 1958 to 1988 case

filings in U.S. district courts increased three-fold and in the

16 "Workforce 2000," U.S. Dept. of Labor, cited in Troy
Coleman, "Managing Diversity at Work: The New American Dilemma,"
Public Management (Oct. 1990) 2.
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U.S. appeals courts more than ten-fold (appeals are relatively

cost effective). 17 Case overload is even more pronounced at the

state level, considering 98% of all U.S. litigation flows through

state courts. 18 Increasing demands on the system may lead to a

reexamination of public expectations of courts and what they are

meant to do — solve problems, enforce the law and "do justice."

One scenario of a changing role for courts is where they

view their primary function as dispute resolution, with lawmaking

incidental to that function. 19 Given that premise, stare decisis

and the need to establish binding precedent become less important

and lead in turn to a reduced emphasis on published opinions and

oral argument (given the "information overload," reasoned written

dispositions would suffice) . Law schools might spend less time on

moot court and more time on clinical programs and interviewing,

counseling, ADR and rudimentary trial skills. 20

17 Report of the Federal Courts Study Committee (April 2, 1990)
at 5, cited in Joseph D. Cronin, "Back to the Future - Part Law,"
The Advocate, Vol. 21, No. 2 (Spring 1991) 34-38.

18 C. Harrison and R. Wheeler, eds., The Federal Appellate
Judiciary in the Twenty-First Century, (Federal Judicial Center,
1989) at 128, cited in Cronin, supra note 17, at 34.

19 See the provocative article by Judge Gibbons, U.S. Third
Circuit Court of Appeals, in FJC study, supra note 18, at 25.

20 Cronin, supra note 17, at 38. See generally Jane E. Bahls,
"Teach Students How to Practice Law," Student Lawyer, Vol. 17 (Feb.
1989) 24, for a focus on practical experience and technical
competence

.
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C. Public Perceptions of the Justice System

To assess public perceptions of the current state of affairs

and priorities for a future quality system of justice, the task

force commissioned Opinion Dynamics, a national polling firm, to

survey 500 adult Massachusetts residents. The basic objectives

were 1) to measure support for possible directions of change,

2) to examine people's knowledge of and attitudes toward state

courts and 3) to identify areas where people feel the courts are

performing adequately and where improvement is needed. 21

Overall, the survey revealed the public is, at best,

lukewarm toward the justice system and its players. Only 1% rated

the justice system as "excellent," another 21% as "good," fully

43% as "only fair" and 28% as "poor." 22 Negative perceptions are

far greater among minority communities and people who have been

in contact with the court system. In addition, people's contact

with the courts is growing; people under 35 years of age are

twice as likely as people over 35 to report involvement with a

court case. This is not simply the result of youth being more

21 See Opinion Dynamics, "Public Attitudes Toward the Future of
the Courts" (April 1991) , for a comprehensive analysis of survey
findings.

22 The Massachusetts justice system is not alone in receiving
poor marks from the public. Another Opinion Dynamics survey done at
almost the same time indicated that 80% of the people are
dissatisfied with the way state government works today. Forty-eight
percent of the people in that survey believe state problems could
be solved by cutting waste from the state budget—and by that they
mean state employees. Id. at 3.
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likely to be involved in crime but suggests that people of all

ages may be turning increasingly to the courts to resolve matters

formerly settled outside the court system.

A gulf between views of the general public and the minority

oversample is consistent throughout the survey. 23 Whereas the

general population identified delay as the most important problem

facing courts today, the minority oversample is far more

concerned with affordable access and fairness. Only 45% of the

total population feels that people like themselves are not

treated fairly by the courts, but substantial numbers feel that

women, blacks, poor people, victims and suspects are not treated

fairly. This has important implications, particularly for

improving public trust in the justice system where the society's

minority population is growing faster than the white population.

When asked to look ahead, respondents endorsed a number of

changes in the way the system works. Making no-cost or low-cost

counsel available to poor and middle-class people in certain

civil cases was among the most popular. Also favorably received

were improving the overall level of information about the courts

and increasing the use of alternative dispute resolution

23 Minority groups make up a relatively small proportion of the
total Massachusetts population. To get a meaningful sample, the
survey polled 400 adult residents, and an additional 100 interviews
were conducted with people living in areas of the state with a

majority of nonwhite residents. The views of the minority
oversample are separately reported and are also included in the
views of the overall population. Opinion Dynamics, supra note 21.
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mechanisms. The public was not generally receptive to increasing

judicial salaries or using technology to improve court access.

Expanding training programs to enable justice system

personnel to deal more fairly with people from other cultural or

ethnic backgrounds gained high endorsement from the minority

oversample, as did literacy and drug treatment programs in

prisons. The minority oversample also endorsed expanding the

social service role played by courts. These findings confirm the

task force's belief that problems of social justice affect public

trust in the justice system.

In general, the public does not envision a justice system in

the year 2020 that is substantially different from today. When

asked to envision the biggest problem facing the justice system

of the future, most respondents saw a continuation of

overburdened courts and prisons and growing problems of drugs,

crime and violence. The minority oversample also identified lack

of education and race/class inequality as significant future

problems. All these issues need to be addressed in order for the

justice system to gain public trust and confidence. The following

pathways are designed to take the justice system into the 21st

century.
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III. PATHWAYS TO A QUALITY JUSTICE SYSTEM

This section primarily focuses on aspects of a quality

system of justice that do not fall in the jurisdictions of other

task forces. 24 Rather than specific recommendations, the task

force believes "pathways" — or general directions of change —
will lead to a quality system of justice in the year 2020. Each

pathway includes a number of "avenues" for implementation, which

can be explored on a systemwide or pilot-project basis. With

general and flexible recommendations for change, we encourage

creative experimentation and invite the public to help chart the

course of the justice system. Our state courts can be

"laboratories" of democracy where creative solutions to problems

in the delivery of justice are tested. 25 In this way we can

establish a process that will enable the justice system to

effectively respond to future changes.

24 To a certain extent the mission of the Quality of Justice
Task Force necessarily overlaps with the jurisdictions of the
Commission's other task forces. In our vision statement we
identified accessibility, alternative paths to justice, effective
court management, accountability, fairness, improved speed,
reliability and efficiency as important components of a quality
justice system. Presumably, recommendations for achieving those
qualities will be made by the appropriate task forces (Access to
Justice, Alternative Paths to Justice, Quality of Criminal Justice,
Organization and Administration and Technology, respectively)

.

25 See New State Ice Co. v. Leibmann, 285 U.S. 262 (1932)
(Brandeis, J., dissenting).
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A. Enhancing Quality

PATHWAY: The courts should develop a system of early
intervention/ case screening, referral and active
case management to improve efficiency and to eliminate
unnecessary delay.

Avenues

:

1. Institute early intervention and active case management.
2. Offer a range of alternative dispute resolution

mechanisms.
3. Harness technology to improve efficiency.

This first set of recommendations is designed to address

problems of fairness, accessibility and lack of efficiency in the

present system. Our survey respondents identified congested

courts and high caseloads as the biggest problem facing the

Massachusetts courts today. Problems with delays and rising costs

in civil litigation in our state courts mirror the federal

situation. In 1988 the chairman of the U.S. Senate Judiciary

Committee, Joseph R. Biden (D-Del) , asked the Brookings Institu-

tion and the Foundation for Change to convene a task force of

representatives of major participants in the civil justice system

to see how federal court costs and delay could be reduced.

The Foundation commissioned a Harris survey of over 1,000

participants in the civil justice system, including plaintiffs,

defendants, corporate counsel, public interest litigators and

federal district court judges. This survey revealed consensus

that the cost of litigating cases is indeed a major problem that

unreasonably impedes an ordinary citizen's access to the civil
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justice system. 26 Respondents placed much of the blame for high

litigation costs on the discovery process. They believe that

attorneys abuse the process by "over-discovery," 77 and judges

share the blame by failing to control the process.

To help resolve these problems, the task force recommends a

system of early intervention where judges become active case

managers and rid the system of unnecessary congestion, while

ensuring important issues get resolved in a timely fashion.

Courts will adopt a problem-solving approach in which adversarial

litigation is de-emphasized and alternative paths to justice are

available. We also recommend integrating various technological

advances to improve access to data and efficiency in case

processing. Our goal is a systemic and aggressive approach to

expedited conflict resolution to reduce delay and cost while

increasing user satisfaction.

Avenue 1: Institute Early Intervention and Active Case
Management

A basic caseflow management structure should be established

for all courts to set minimum standards, while allowing for

26 See "Speeding Up Civil Justice," Judicature, Vol. 73 (Oct.-
Nov. 1989) 162.

27 "Overdiscovery is not overuse of the adversary system, it is
sabotage of it." Michael E. Tigar, "2020 Vision: a Bifocal View,"
in Alternative Futures for the State Courts, (American Judicature
Society, 1991) 115, at 120.
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individuality and creative application depending on the

particularities of the case, court and available resources. The

task force supports some level of decentralized managerial

decision making provided it is balanced with some systemwide

standardization of the litigation process that ensures

consistency and "quality control."

Every case entering the system will be assigned a case

manager who will be responsible for the case's progress from

filing to resolution. The case manager will be a judge or a

trained administrator, hired specifically for case management. 28

Early intervention and case screening by the case manager is the

cornerstone of our approach. A required initial screening

conference will weed out frivolous or meritless cases, refine and

clarify issues, and refer cases to the most appropriate dispute

resolution forum. (See Avenue 2, infra.) Presiding over case

screening, the case manager will be trained in mediation and

negotiation techniques and will explore all reasonable avenues of

settling the case early. 29

28 One case management option would be to institute an
"individual calendar" system where judges are assigned
responsibility for managing certain cases from initial screening
through trial. Although the circuit system might complicate such a
system, it does not have to preclude individual calendars. With
advancing technology, judges can "manage" a case from one county to
another by presiding over conferences, hearings on motions and
other routine matters via telephone conference calls or other
communication vehicles.

79 Although the vast majority of cases settle before they get
to trial, last-minute settlements, particularly of cases expected
to last several days, create court scheduling problems. "Access to
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For cases slated for traditional litigation, the screening

conference will be used to establish time standards, discovery-

deadlines and an early, firm trial date to give parties and their

attorneys an incentive to move expeditiously toward resolving

their dispute and to eliminate costly duplicative preparation of

witnesses when rescheduling. 30

Another potential case management tool we recommend

considering is case tracking, or differentiated case management,

where sorting devices are created and used to put cases of

differing complexity on different time tracks for discovery and

Justice: A Response to the Report of the Justice Reform Committee
by the Government of British Columbia (Victoria, B.C.: Attorney
General Bud Smith, May 9, 1989) at 25.

30 In April 1986 the Supreme Judicial Court issued an order
requiring civil cases entered on or after July 1988 to be disposed
of within 24 months from date of entry in the Boston Municipal,
District and Superior Court departments. See Twelfth Annual Report,
supra note 8, at 9. The time standards order for the Superior Court
was subsequently extended to 3 6 months by the SJC. These time
standards provide a minimum structure for case management, and many
observers believe they have made a big difference in eliminating
unnecessary delay. There is some perception among the bar that
application of these standards is cursory at best. For example,
many judges ignore time deadlines for discovery, especially for
naming experts. In many cases, the required pre-trial conference is
simply a pro forma exercise used to set a trial date rather than an
exploration of the underlying issues and prospects for resolution.
One serious problem in enforcing time standards is the enormous
backlog of cases, understaf f ing and lack of resources faced by the
trial courts.

The task force believes that time standards are just one part
of a case management system and will only be an effective tool if
judges (or case managers) actively apply them.
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trial. 31 This can help quickly dispose of simple natters while

identifying and reserving more time and other resources for

complex cases. We also recommend an evaluation component to

monitor the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed changes

and to suggest modifications where needed.

Although discovery can be a vital tool for litigators, it

must be managed effectively by judges to prevent abuse and

protect the justice system from manipulation. For example, the

adversarial system provides an inherent disincentive to

discovery, leading to withholding information, which delays

cases. The Brookings Institution found the disposition of cases

can be accelerated by "staging" discovery. In the first stage

parties are limited to developing information to realistically

assess the case, perhaps by inspecting a few documents and taking

a few depositions. If the case does not end, a second more

detailed stage of discovery would begin. 32

31 For example, Superior Court time standards call for all
civil actions to be designated in one of three tracks. (Standing
Order 1-88) . Currently, the track is designated at the time of
filing, based on the attorney's classification on the civil action
cover sheet. To request a different designation, the attorney must
file a motion "for good cause shown" with the regional
administrative justice.

Although a step in the right direction, this mechanical
approach to case tracking does not amount to "active case
management." The initial screening conference might be a better
place to track cases, based on a true assessment of their
complexities.

32 See Massachusetts Lawyers Weekly, "Time Standards Amended"
(Amendment to the August 20, 1990 issue of Massachusetts Lawyers
Weekly) , for the Superior Court's second amended Time Standards
Order which took effect on September 1, 1990. This amended order
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Another approach is to stage the disposition of key issues,

such as applicability of the statute of limitations by judicial

rulings. Other possibilities for controlling discovery include

limiting the number of depositions and interrogatories,

appointing a special discovery master in complex cases and

imposing mandatory sanctions for failure to abide by discovery

rules. Our goal is to address problems of discovery abuse without

abandoning judicial recognition of truly complex cases that

require greater latitude.

Compared with case-tracking and management initiatives

already implemented in some state courts, our recommendations

differ in that we require a more active role for judges (or case

managers) in "entry-level" decisions ("intake" screening) . We

also recommend enhanced administrative support and case

management training to make the system effective. In many of our

state courthouses, judges and other court personnel work in

substandard conditions; facilities are decaying, and clerical and

support staff, computerization and salaries lag far behind

resources available to the private bar. A quality system of

justice demands providing tools to dispense justice fairly,

efficiently and expeditiously. To prepare our courts for the

future, we recommend an emphasis on management skills as an

important qualification for the judiciary. Our goal is a system

supercedes Standing Order 1-88 that was issued on Jan. 15, 1988.
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of "meaningful management" and increased professionalization of

justice system administration.

Avenue 2: Offer a Range of Alternative Dispute Resolution
Mechanisms

Traditional adversarial litigation is often not the best way

to resolve disputes. An inherent tension exists between society's

new acceptance of diversity and adherence to traditional

Anglo-American legal standards. Our definition of "dispute" and

how it gets resolved is rooted in 18th century psychology of

"right and wrong" and in an even earlier tradition of "trial by

combat." Our concept of legal ethics is grounded in that system.

Views change, and we now realize the adversarial system is not

always conducive to "quality justice." Some situations, may

require only compromise and negotiation (that result in a

"win/win" outcome) rather than a narrow approach of zealous

representation

.

Our survey shows public support for alternative dispute

resolution (ADR) in our justice system; 48% of respondents

strongly favor the use of ADR, and 36% somewhat favor it.

Improved case screening and the use of ADR mechanisms will help

ease the overburdened civil litigation system, while giving

litigants an opportunity to participate meaningfully in resolving

their disputes. Parties with authority to settle cases will be

required to participate in screening conferences that assess the
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suitability of ADR mechanisms and encourage settlement

discussions early in the process.

We envision the courts of the future operating as

••comprehensive justice centers" where a range of alternate

problem-solving options are available, including both

court-annexed and private dispute resolution by trained dispute

resolvers (not limited to judges and lawyers) . Professional

arbitrators, mediators and experts will be available for everyday

problems and issues that are not amenable to traditional legal

analysis (e.g., biotechnology and medical ethics issues).

Traditional litigation will remain open to those unable to

resolve their problems through alternative means and where an

adversarial inquiry is necessary to obtain justice. The task

force acknowledges that "quality justice" will also be served by

those outside the formal judicial structure (e.g., perhaps the

community-based volunteer dispute resolution movement might be

used to integrate immigrants into the formal judicial process)

.

The task force believes it is important to be open to

experimenting with a variety of approaches, such as the multidoor

courthouse pilot project currently under way at Middlesex

Superior Court and other models recommended by the Task Force on

Alternative Paths to Justice.
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Avenue 3: Harness Technology to Improve Efficiency

Technological advances hold great potential for improving

court efficiency (processing and keeping track of forms, files,

documents, court orders, transcripts, judicial decisions and

finances) . In many parts of the country, computers are becoming

standard in the courtroom, for uses ranging from video

transcriptions of trials and depositions to automated

decision-making. 33 In Massachusetts, budgetary constraints have

curtailed the introduction of new technologies into the court

process, but the trial court has made progress in implementing a

computerized technical support structure for case management,

fiscal processing, electronic mail, criminal history and jury

management. 34

The Massachusetts court system must develop the infra-

structure and ongoing assessment and evaluation necessary to stay

abreast of technological advances. Indeed, having a technologi-

cally inefficient bench increases delay and the cost of

litigation. Computers can be used not only to improve control

33 See Copen, supra note 15.

34 Twelfth Annual Report, supra note 8, 35. A vendor has been
chosen to automate case management procedures for the Superior
Court during the next two years. The court clerk's staff will use
this system to keep a full history of each case, to schedule cases
for court appearance while automatically sending out notices to
parties and their attorneys, and to generate court calendars and
other management information for judges. Attorneys will also be
able to view cases and calendars on their office computers by
connecting to the court system via telephone/modem.
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through management information and financial systems but also for

automating case tracking and management, on-line calendaring,

legal research and the trial process itself. The initial outlay

to establish the infrastructure and train personnel will more

than pay for itself by increasing efficiency in the long run.

This task force recommends that full consideration be given to

the detailed recommendations of the Task Force on Technology.

PATHWAY: The justice system should remove obstacles that block
people's access to the courts and encourage fair
treatment for all, regardless of race, national origin,
age, sex, religion, family status or handicap.

Avenues:

1. User-friendly systems and personnel.
2. Multi-cultural sensitivity training.
3. Adequate pro bono and publicly funded legal services.

The minority oversample in our survey demonstrated strong

concern with problems of access and fair treatment in the justice

system. Even respondents who did not perceive problems in their

own treatment by the courts believed that minorities, women, poor

people, victims and suspects are not fairly treated. They also

identified problems of af fordability , both for the middle class

and for the poor. Research done by the Supreme Judicial Court's

Gender Bias Study Committee and Commission to Study Racial and

Ethnic Bias in the Courts indicates there are objective problems

of fair treatment and problems of public perception.
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Problems and perceptions of unequal access lead to

disrespect and distrust in the justice system by the public. As

society ages and becomes increasingly culturally diverse, these

problems can only intensify unless the justice system takes an

active role in resolving them. The following set of

recommendations is designed to change ingrained attitudes and

behaviors inculcated by many years of acceptance. The task force

anticipates progress will be gradual, and in some cases grudging,

but nevertheless will lead to meaningful improvement in the

quality of justice by the year 2020.

Avenue 1: User-Friendly Systems and Personnel

For most people, going to court is a daunting and

intimidating proposition. 35 We have a confusing and multi-tiered

state court system; the maze of different courts with overlapping

forms and procedures is sometimes difficult for even the seasoned

practitioner. Technology should be used to demystify and simplify

the justice system, to make it more "approachable" and to

facilitate hearing from the unrepresented, despite their

limitations. For example, a user-friendly multi-lingual software

program could assist potential litigants choose the appropriate

forum, fill out forms and guide them through the process.

35 "When the average person uses the system, he confronts
nothing but frustration." Harold Hestnes, a lawyer representing the
Massachusetts Roundtable and Greater Boston Chamber of Commerce, in
Wong, supra note 8, at 14.
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Technology can also provide a solution to our public

facilities shortage and physical access problems of the elderly

and physically disabled. The justice system could operate largely

as "courts without walls," with access through audio-video

communication units with faxing, teleconferencing and, later,

holographic capability. These communication units will be capable

of offering instantaneous translation in all major languages and

will be available in dwellings, offices, community centers and

public buildings across the state. Court facilities would be used

primarily for jury trials and other forums where face-to-face

communication was desirable.

The task force encourages balancing "high tech" with "high

touch" — emphasizing a continued reliance on human interaction

and providing training programs for justice system personnel to

enrich their interpersonal communications skills. The justice

system should also eliminate barriers to access by providing

multilingual court personnel and translators (who have

specialized training in foreign language for the court setting)

.

Avenue 2: Multi-Cultural Sensitivity Training

The justice system of the future should "weave" a multi-

cultural workforce and user population into delivery of its

services. One commentator states "dealing with diversity requires

a great deal of self-awareness ,
sensitivity and skill. It
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requires thoughtful application of standard practices, as well as

the flexibility to change current policies, systems and behaviors

to adapt to the needs of the diverse public." 36 Thus, we

recommend that everyone in the justice system, from judges to

lawyers to clerks, be trained in the fair and effective handling

of cases involving cross-cultural differences and in dealing with

a multicultural public with varying degrees of knowledge and

expectation about the justice system. We recommend required

training about racism, gender bias and other potential areas of

discrimination in the system. These recommendations have

widespread public support; 4 3% of the general population and 74%

of the minority oversample see a need to expand training programs

for court personnel to deal more fairly with people from other

cultural or ethnic backgrounds. 37

The court system should produce its own literature, such as

the "Court Conduct Handbook" by the Committee for Gender

Equality, and establish internal guidelines and enforcement

mechanisms to actively monitor progress. The justice system

cannot passively sit and wait for enlightenment. We must take

affirmative steps to provide fair treatment, which is at the

36 Lennie Copeland, coauthor of the videotaped series, "Valuing
Diversity," cited in Coleman, supra note 16, at 2.

37 In essence, culture is the way people do things; each person
is a composite mix of values, beliefs, attitudes and aptitudes,
depending on his or her unique experiences. Coleman, supra note 16,
at 2.
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heart of both "quality justice" and public perception, to win

public trust and confidence.

Avenue 3: Adequate Fro Bono and Publicly Funded Legal Services

The most popular recommendation in our survey was making

no-cost or low-cost counsel available to poor or middle-class

people in civil litigation. Helping more individuals obtain legal

representation can be achieved in a number of ways. We recommend

a system of mandatory pro bono for practicing attorneys and/or as

part of legal education requirements. Until then, we should find

incentives to encourage more innovative voluntary pro bono

programs. 38 Both these courses of action will require the support

of the organized bar. We support these proposals to deliver the

message that lawyers "have as their primary goal the delivery of

legal services and maintaining the rule of law in a free and just

society. " 39

The justice system must encourage attorneys to take

seriously their responsibilities as officers of the court and

make affordable justice available to all, regardless of their

socio-economic status. There is a growing perception among the

38 See Jayne Tyrrell, "Innovative Pro Bono Programs," The
Reporter (May 1991).

39 John A. Krsul Jr., chair, ABA General Practice Section,
speaking at the ABA Midyear Meeting in February 1990, quoted in De
Benedictis, "A Better Public Image?" ABA Journal (April 1990) 107.
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public, and even within the profession, that the delivery of

legal services is becoming simply another business motivated by

profit. The practice of law is also a profession bound by oath to

uphold justice. Training in legal ethics should emphasize an

attorney's responsibility to set fair and reasonable fees

(including contingency fees) and to fulfill their professional

commitments by contributing to the pro bono system.

The entire burden for providing affordable justice cannot

rest with individual attorneys alone. The task force recognizes

that "quality justice" has a "price tag" and acknowledges the

funding and cost considerations involved. Since the public has

identified affordable justice as a major concern, policymakers

must be willing to spend adequate public dollars to fund legal

services programs for the poor and the middle class. The

organized bar can contribute through its support of IOLTA40 and

other institutionalized programs that fund legal services.

PATHWAY: The courts should take a leadership role in encouraging
social justice through their decisions in civil and
criminal cases and through educational partnerships.

40 Interest on Lawyers Trust Accounts (IOLTA) is a program
mandated by the Supreme Judicial Court. It requires lawyers and law
firms to establish interest-bearing accounts for client deposits
that are nominal in amount or expected to be short term. IOLTA
accounts are used to fund improvements in the administration of
justice and in the delivery of civil legal services to low-income
clients

.
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Avenues

:

1. Jurisprudence to promote social justice.
2. Alternative sentencing and rehabilitation.
3. Educational partnerships with public schools.

Avenue 1: Jurisprudence to Promote Social Justice

Though they cannot directly reallocate resources to achieve

social justice, courts can be extremely influential in promoting

constitutional principles of fairness and equal treatment. For

example, Brown v. Board of Education , one of the most influential

decisions in U.S. history, eliminated "separate but equal"

education and influenced educational integration over the past

three decades. 41 The U.S. Supreme Court was also instrumental in

ensuring the right to counsel for the poor in criminal cases42

and in providing equal access in the appeals process. 43 The

Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court has a proud history of

interpreting the state constitution to uphold the rights and

liberties of all members of society.

The court's potential to influence public attitudes and

contribute to social justice should not be overlooked. State

courts should rededicate themselves to a leadership role as

41 Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954).

42 Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963).

43 Griffin v. Illinois, 351 U.S. 12 (1956).
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guardians of fair and equal treatment for all regardless of one's

status or social class.

Avenue 2: Alternative Sentencing and Rehabilitation

The public generally seems to believe that the courts,

rather than deteriorating social conditions, are responsible for

the epidemic of violent crime that has infested our society.

Part of the justice system's role must be to expose the myths

that more prisons, stiffer sentences and the death penalty will

be effective in controlling crime. The justice system must help

the public understand that society has no choice but to attack

the root causes of crime and to realize that most people put into

the criminal justice system just get worse. On the other hand,

the public has a right to expect firm and fair treatment of

convicted offenders. We recommend "truth-in-sentencing"

initiatives to begin to resolve this problem.

We recommend implementing changes in the criminal justice

system to ensure that people placed in prisons are given the

opportunity to get better. Options include a system of

alternative sentencing, drug treatment and literacy programs for

inmates, meaningful opportunities for job training, and increased

use of house arrest and electronic surveillance to help offenders

become productive members of society. It is difficult to conceive

of a quality system of justice that does not address the issues
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of spiraling crime and violence and the urgent need to find more

constructive approaches. The task force hopes that serious

consideration will be given to the recommendations of the Quality

of Criminal Justice Task Force.

Avenue 3: Educational Partnerships with Public Schools

A quality education is one of the most powerful tools for

providing people with equal opportunity and fair treatment. The

earlier and the more regularly people learn about our justice

system, the more likely they are to have confidence in using it.

By forming educational partnerships with public and private

schools, the justice system can help develop an educational

structure that offers conflict management and tension reduction

in the curriculum and that teaches children to view conflicts

from other people's perspectives and to constructively defend

their own rights and positions.

We recommend "kicking off" this educational partnership by

producing a videotape introducing the work of the Commission on

the Future of the Courts to children, who will be participants in

the justice system in the year 2020. This video should be made

available to every school in the Commonwealth for use in the

classroom, public assemblies, etc.
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Another approach we recommend is for each court to form an

educational partnership with a public school located in its

district. Throughout the year, judges, lawyers, probation

officers and other justice system participants will speak in

school about law-related issues. 44 This provides justice system

personnel the opportunity to participate in the education of

local children and gives students the opportunity to become

acquainted with professionals. An added benefit is judges and

lawyers from minority backgrounds who can provide good role

models for minority youth. The legal community should also

cooperate to facilitate field trips to visit courtrooms, law

firms and local correctional facilities.

Students could use acquired knowledge to establish their own

"peer review judgment panels" — school-based justice systems to

resolve student disputes, discipline issues and minor crimes. 45

This system could have its own sanctions, including restitution

programs, alternative community service and other options

designed to teach social responsibility. Students would alternate

44 Law-related education topics typically include the
state/federal legal systems, background of particular laws,
underlying values of the U.S. justice system and form of
government, and the juvenile justice system. Another idea for
classroom participation is reading familiar children's stories and
relating them to legal concepts, such as authority, power and
justice. Pat Mooney, "Law Related Education" Advocate, Vol. 32
(Jan. 1989) 20, and "Lawyers and Teachers Become Partners in
Education," Advocate, Vol. 32 (Oct. 1989) 22.

45 Peer review judgment panels was suggested at an Access to
Justice Task Force public hearing in Roxbury on Feb. 13, 1991.
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roles to learn governing skills and justice system concepts

first-hand.

The public school partnership is one of many educational

initiatives recommended by this task force (see Section B f

infra) . In many ways educating our children about the justice

system has the most potential for long-term change.

B. Enhancing Public Trust and Confidence

Only by constantly striving to be the best we can be,
can we justify the faith the public places in us to
protect their property — indeed, in some cases, their
lives. 46

The task force believes the best way to improve public

perception involves institutional change, i.e., ensuring

effective operations and improving shortcomings in the

functioning of the justice system. In addition, our survey

results made clear we must improve relations between the justice

system and the citizens of the Commonwealth. Of all justice

system personnel, judges received the poorest rating in our

survey. Only 2% of respondents viewed judges as "excellent," 31%

as "good," 41% as only "fair," and 17% of respondents rated

judges' performance as "poor." Despite a commonly held perception

46 Harry L. Hathaway, "Mandatory Continuing Legal Education:
The Time Has Come," Los Angeles Lawyer, Vol. 12 (Jan. 1990) 5.
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of a decline in the respect for the legal profession, lawyers

fared somewhat better. While 47% of respondents viewed lawyer

performance as "good" to "excellent," 30% view it as only "fair"

and 12% as "poor." Nearly half of the respondents believe public

trust needs a lot of improvement, and 50% believe the same about

public understanding of the justice system.

Forty-eight percent of the general population and 67% of the

minority oversample placed high priority on providing education

and information to help people understand how the justice system

works. Respondents also clearly voiced their desire to have input

into the justice system, with 4 5% saying it is important that

people be given the chance to let judges and court administrators

know how the system should be improved. The following set of

recommendations are intended to improve public confidence and

trust by enhancing professionalism within the justice system, by

opening avenues of communication and by projecting a genuine

caring image of the legal community to the public.

PATHWAY: The courts and the bar should build trust by initiating
a two-way educational process with the communities they
serve and the general public to improve responsiveness
and understanding.

Avenues:

1. Institutionalize community partnerships.
2. Facilitate citizen participation.
3. Develop systems to ensure accountability.
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Avenue 1: Institutionalize Community Partnerships

Problems in the justice system cannot be resolved by courts

alone. Concerned members of the general public, identifiable

specific publics, and nonlegal segments of the community must

become involved through the development of institutionalized

relationships between the courts, the organized bar, the

educational system and neighborhood civic groups. These

relationships should be based on partnerships that assume shared

interests and provide a mechanism for parties to jointly

contribute their expertise and efforts to the administration of

justice. 47 These partnerships must be broadly based and start

young, preferably elementary-school age. (See Section A, supra) .

A two-way communications/educational process, where

information is exchanged between the public and courts, will take

judges out of a seemingly cloistered courthouse atmosphere to

experience first-hand community needs and concerns. Judges could

speak at schools, civic organizations and community groups about

the role of the justice system. An added benefit of public forums

with judges (where, e.g., they answer screened questions) is that

47 ABA Task Force Report, supra note 3.
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knowing the public sincerely wants information boosts morale. 48

Judges will come to view community involvement as a job

requirement and will receive technical support and assistance to

incorporate it into their regular schedules. 49 For this outreach

program to work it must have the support of top leadership. Chief

Justice Liacos' visit to Mattapan in May 1991 is symbolic of the

kind of commitment we envision. For the first time in the history

of the Massachusetts judicial system a chief jurist went into the

inner city to meet residents. Community leaders considered the

visit to be an important gesture, and it improved the Supreme

Judicial Court's public image.

Educating the public should not fall entirely on the

shoulders of the overburdened judiciary. The 27,000 lawyers who

currently form the Massachusetts bar must also play a role as

ambassadors of the justice system into communities. Here we refer

to what the ABA calls an "inreach" program to involve more

members of the profession in public outreach programs. 50 Although

the task force acknowledges the organized bar has done much to

see that many elements of a public outreach program are already

in place, we agree with the ABA that increased coordination of

48 See Claire Cooper, "Their Honors Take the Stand: Sacramento
Judges Public Forum is a Rousing Success," California Lawyer, Vol.
18 (May 1988) 24.

49 A high percentage of the Sacramento audience polled rejected
the premise "respect for judges will go down if they get involved
in public discussions." Id.

50 ABA Task Force Report, supra note 3 , at 3.
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these seemingly diffused elements is needed to enhance

effectiveness

.

51

Lawyers play an extremely important role in dispensing

justice; for many people the family attorney is their only

contact with the justice system. It is not sufficient to provide

people with legal representation and information about the legal

system only when they actually approach it with a problem.

Lawyers should recognize a social responsibility as well as

responsibility to their clients, for example, by helping

communities solve social problems with legal components and

nonlegal community problems as well.

The organized bar and specialized legal organizations should

help teach the public about the role of the justice system,

especially in communities with large immigrant populations.

Newcomers to this country often have considerable difficulty and

fear in understanding and interacting with our justice system.

This problem stems in part from language difficulties but also

from different cultural norms and expectations about justice.

Many immigrants have lived under repressive governments and have

good reason to fear law enforcement personnel and courts.

It is the justice system's responsibility to reach out and

establish educational programs (with multilingual speakers,

51 Id.
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materials and videos) for diverse cultural groups (particularly

in urban centers with a disadvantaged populace) . Participating in

educational programs will provide judges and lawyers an

opportunity to develop sensitivity to language and cultural

barriers and insight into their own fears and biases. The task

force acknowledges as a model M street law" programs where law

students teach "legal literacy" in high schools to teenagers and

juvenile offenders. 32 Our goal is for everyone to feel

comfortable with the workings of the American justice system,

accept an obligation to live by our laws, and recognize a right

to help make those laws. 53

The organized bar could also share the outreach initiative

and prepare culturally sensitive literature and other forms of

information to enhance public understanding of the justice

system. Videotapes, audiotapes and local cable television shows

are effective, relatively inexpensive ways to communicate

information to a broad audience. These forms of communication can

transcend literacy and language problems if translated into

several languages.

Educational partnerships should also be forged between the

courts and the media. Holding courts accountable to the public

52 See Stacey Colino, "Street Law," Student Lawyer, Vol. 18

(May 1990) 16-22.

33 John Silber, "The Unity of Law," Boston Globe (Oct. 15,
1991) at 83.
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requires public understanding. Since much of the public's

perception of the justice system comes from the popular press and

mass media, it is crucial that reporters be educated about the

workings of the system. Courts should consider having expanded

media liaisons to promote accurate, timely information. The press

should be encouraged to recognize positive developments and

relationships between the courts and communities, in addition to

the usual daily litany of drugs, violence and corruption.

Avenue 2: Facilitate Public Participation

Experience has shown that understanding as well as

responsiveness can be improved through citizen participation.

For example, people who serve on juries have a generally improved

view of the justice system. Survey respondents overwhelmingly

endorsed the jury system, and the task force believes the

opportunity for trial by a jury of laypersons is an important

component of a quality justice system. Many judges and

commentators are endorsing the view that juries should play an

even more active role in dispensing justice, for example, by

taking notes and asking questions at trial. 54 To capitalize more

on the jury system we recommend using jury pools as an

educational forum to discuss the role of the justice system and

solicit feedback on how the system is working.

54 See "Toward More Active Juries: Taking Notes and Asking
Questions," American Judicature Society (1991).
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A common denominator in citizen participation programs is

the opportunity for public input in the development of

governmental policies and programs. People who are involved in

developing a program have a stake in its future. Involvement

increases interest and builds a feeling of ownership that can

lead to long-term commitment to an agency's mission and goals.

Learning how our government functions and understanding real

problems faced by agency officials will build sympathy and

respect for staff and support for adequate resources and reform.

Moreover, a collaborative partnership with members of the

public is often the key to improved government performance.

Administrators working with citizen boards have come to

appreciate the validity of public fears and concerns. Lay people,

working together with officials, can help wrestle with persistent

problems, fashion solutions and advocate adoption of solutions.

Therefore, we recommend enhancing community participation through

the establishment of citizen advisory boards (CABs) by local

courts. The CABs, working with court personnel, will plan and

organize public involvement programs designed to inform and

educate people about the Commonwealth's justice system and to

rebuild trust and confidence in the courts. Each court will work
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out its own plan depending upon community needs and interest,

which could include the following components:

* Encourage and welcome the general public to come to
local court facilities by sponsoring law-related community
activities, such as free legal clinics, a question-and-
answer day with court officials, etc.

* Involve the public with court operations through community
surveys, focus groups and citizen mobilization workshops
(awareness sessions for representatives from key community
groups to encourage participation in other programs)

.

55

* Inform and educate the public through law-related courses
and statewide resource centers, forums with court officials
brochures, cable television programs, toll-free telephone
service for simple, free, quick access to legal information

* Train court personnel to be receptive to public comments,
responsive to public concerns, and comfortable with new
ideas.

* Create a special bond with local schools through class
meetings with court officials, mentor programs where
lawyers are matched with teachers, a videotape about the
probation process, go-see tours, mock trials, holding
"roaming" court sessions in schools, sponsoring essay
contests on the ideal state supreme court justice, etc.

* Offer the public opportunities to volunteer their services
with rewards/recognition for service.

* Encourage the public to advocate for adequate resources by
making court needs public needs.

We encourage exploring these and other creative ways to

actively involve the public in the administration of justice.

Public trust, confidence and respect to some extent stem from

many contacts citizens have with courts; the maxim "Justice

Mooney, supra note 44.
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should not only be done, but should be seen to be done" will be

as applicable in the future as it is today. 56

Avenues 3: Develop Systems to Ensure Accountability

There is a fine line between preserving judicial

independence and ensuring adequate public accountability. Courts

have traditionally been reluctant to open themselves to public

inspection due in part to a legitimate fear that their

independence will be hampered by the political process. Although

an independent judiciary is a keystone of a quality system of

justice, this state has gone to extensive lengths to safeguard

independence through an impartial judicial nominating and

appointment process and long-term tenure for judges. In return,

the public has the right to a judicial selection process of high

quality, to require that judges engage in meaningful

self-evaluation57 and to a discipline process that is firm, fair

and open to public view.

56 Commission on Trial Court Performance Standards, Trial Court
Performance Standards (National Center for State Courts and the
Bureau of Justice Assistance, U.S. Dept. of Justice, 1990) 21.

57 At the direction of the Supreme Judicial Court, each trial
court department established procedures for improving judicial
performance. Known generally as the judicial enhancement project,
judges provide peer review of their colleagues' on-bench
performance by constructively critiquing recordings of proceedings.
Twelfth Annual Report, supra note 8, at 27,
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Our judicial system already has safeguards designed to

ensure accountability. Trial judges are accountable on a

substantive level to appellate courts. 58 High standards of

ethical conduct have been established by the Code of Judicial

Conduct, adopted by rule of the Supreme Judicial Court. 59 The

Commission on Judicial Conduct has strong investigatory powers

and can deal effectively with problems brought to its attention.

The present judicial disciplinary process, however, depends

primarily on public complaints. The public is concerned mostly

about "demeanor" issues — people expect to be treated with

respect and to be given the opportunity to tell their stories.

They understandably get upset if a judge is rude, prevents them

from talking or otherwise treats them disrespectfully. However,

by seeing only one judge on one particular day, the average

person is not in a position to discern patterns of misconduct.

The most effective way to monitor and report patterns of

misconduct is from the inside. Judges, lawyers and others who

work in the system must recognize their responsibility to report

patterns of peer misconduct and alleged ethical violations they

observe to appropriate authorities. The chief judges of the

58 Some predict a continued drop in reversal rates, which means
in a sense lower courts are "less supervised." See Cronin, supra
note 17, at 35.

59 See also "AJS Model Code of Conduct for Nonjudicial
Employees," Judicature, Vol. 73 (Oct. -Nov. 1989) 138-140.
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various trial courts have the responsibility to observe the

behavior of judges they supervise and attempt to remedy problems

by providing support, assistance, re-assignment or discipline, if

necessary. Mentor systems, counseling for substance abuse, and

other resources should be available. In addition, there should be

more opportunities for inexperienced judges to observe judges who

are recognized as effective courtroom administrators.

To gain public trust, the system has to be more vigorous and

effective in dealing with problems involving judges who exhibit

patterns of misconduct. If such behavior continues unabated,

these judges must be reported to the Judicial Conduct Commission,

which has statutory authorization to investigate complaints and

make recommendations to the Supreme Judicial Court regarding

disciplinary measures.

The public also has the right to demand accountability from

the legal profession. It is imperative that lawyers recognize

their responsibilities as officers of the court, abide by their

duty to make the justice system work, and prevent misuse or abuse

of the justice system. Lawyer discipline must also be swift,

vigorous and open to public inspection.
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It may not be reasonable to expect the public to rely solely

on the justice system to police itself. 60 We therefore recommend

promoting more public involvement through the creation of an

ombudsperson's office in the judicial branch to receive,

investigate and resolve complaints relating to the administration

of justice. An ombudsperson (Om) for the judicial branch would be

an innovation.

An ombudsperson is an independent government official who

receives, investigates and resolves citizen complaints involving

the government. This idea started in Sweden in 1809 and has grown

popular in Western Europe, Canada and parts of the United States.

Oms help build trust and confidence by being responsive to public

concerns (service complaints) and by identifying and correcting

areas of poor administration (process complaints) . Oms also

improve access to services through directories, information

systems, brochures, etc., that help people find the right

official or agency in the complicated bureaucracy. Some Oms

sponsor public education efforts and programs for personnel to

improve their attitudes about serving the public. The Om would

serve as a bridge between the justice system and the public,

generally receiving public input about the courts and providing

60 Self regulation has been called the "essence of
professionalism." Jeanne S. Miller, "Self Regulation," Res Gestae,
Vol. 33 (July 1989) 5. The task force recognizes that for justice
system professionals an increase in personal responsibility and an
emphasis on character traits such as integrity will improve ethical
behavior.
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troubleshooting services. Experienced dispute resolvers (retired

judges, mediators, etc.) usually make good ombudspersons

.

The Om should be the complaint officer of last resort;

complainants should be required to seek satisfaction from the

relevant judicial agency or official before bringing matters to

the Om. The Om should have broad and independent investigatory

powers but should not have the authority to change judicial

decisions regarding findings of fact or rulings of law. The Om

should not deal with complaints about judicial decisions unless

there is an issue of fairness or "justice" and the matter is

outside the jurisdiction of the appeals courts, the Commission on

Judicial Conduct or the Board of Bar Overseers. If the Om is

unable to resolve a complaint through his or her own authority, a

formal recommendation for further action should be filed with the

Supreme Judicial Court. The court's action on such matters should

be reported to the public.

The Om should keep records of the nature and resolution of

complaints received by the office. If an evaluation of this data

indicates a need for change, the Om should make recommendations

to improve administrative practices and procedures. An annual

report should be filed by the Om with the Supreme Judicial Court

and the legislature.
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Another way to improve accountability of the justice system

is to establish a "citizen assistance council" comprised of the

court's public information officer, the heads of the Committee

for Public Counsel Services, Victim/Witness Assistance Board,

Board of Bar Overseers and Judicial Conduct Commission, and the

Ombudsperson. Creation of this council would enhance the justice

system's responsibility to the public, without creating a new

bureaucracy or the need for more personnel. Council members would

meet at least once a month to discuss ways to improve the

disciplinary process, cooperate to respond to public concerns and

coordinate efforts to receive public input.

Finally, we recommend that courts consider facilitating

television coverage in courtrooms, thereby exposing the trial

process to public scrutiny in a medium that is familiar and

reaches virtually everyone in the United States. By operating in

an open and accessible atmosphere, the courts can not only foster

public trust but also stimulate a two-way dialogue between the

courts and public that will truly improve the quality of

justice. 61

61 Cynthia McFadden, anchor of the recently launched "Court
TV," states, "Our justice system was designed to be conducted
before the community. . . . How do you know if the system is
working if you don't observe it. . . . It is in the finest
democratic tradition to bring people back into the courtroom using
the technology of the 21st century." Court TV in Session: Courtroom
Television Network, Vol. 1, No. 4 (June 24, 1991).
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